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Patient and family satisfaction in the intensive care unit (ICU) remain a complex challenge. The use of multi-media communication aids has shown benefit, but assessment of their performance is variable in rigor [1, 2]. Common barriers to adequate comprehension include age, educational background, and readability, with limited evaluation of preferred language and its impact on ICU patients [3]. Parkland Hospital uses in-person and video-based translation to serve a culturally and linguistically diverse population. However, satisfaction regarding communication is unclear. In this study we evaluate the feasibility of traditional informed consent (IC) supplemented by video-based ICU consents (VBIC) and utiliz

Abstract
 Patient and family satisfaction in the intensive care unit (ICU) remain
a complex challenge. The use of multi-media communication aids
has shown benefit, but assessment of their performance is variable in
rigor [1, 2].
 Common barriers to adequate comprehension include age,
educational background, and readability, with limited evaluation of
preferred language and its impact on ICU patients [3].


Sub-optimal communication, including with informed consent, may lead to
dissatisfaction and may affect patient outcomes

Objectives
 Evaluate the feasibility of traditional informed consent (IC)

supplemented by video-based ICU consents (VBIC)
 Evaluate satisfaction of communication and information
before and after
 Supplement traditional informed consent with videobased education (indications, risks, benefits and basic
procedure)
 Evaluate patient outcomes, including time to intervention,
ICU length of stay, ventilator days, etc..

Background Information
 Standard of Care Informed Consent
 Standard paper-based or electronic based
informed consent by physician or mid-level
provider
 May require in-person or telephonic Spanish
translation

 Implement Supplemental video-based

consent


th
6-8

Provides
grade level, video representation of
the standard consent to help families and health
care proxies make informed decisions

Specific Aims
 Improve communication between providers

and families
 Improve family satisfaction scores
 Improve patient outcomes in the ICU

Project Plan
 Population: patients and families of patients

in SICU


English and Spanish-speaking

 Intervention: video-based informed consent

for common procedures






IVC filter
Intubation
Tracheostomy
Chest tube
Feeding tube

Project Plan
 Supplement informed

consent with video –
visual presentation of
standard informed
consent
 Approved by health

literacy
 Translated into Spanish

and English

Project Plan
 Short-

term/intermediate
goals
assess patient and/or family
satisfaction of communication
(validated survey, ‘FS-ICU’)
 understanding of patient care
before and after video consent


 Long-term:
 assess patient
outcomes – length of
stay, vent days, time to
intervention

Project Plan
Implementation
(1-4 months)

Mid-point
Analysis (5-8
months)

Continued
Implementation,
Analysis (8-16
months)

•Continued education to ICU nurses and staff
•Screening and recruitment

•Administer Satisfaction surveys
•Evaluate Patient outcomes
•Staff feed-back and feed-forward

•Expand to other ICUs
•Evaluate Satisfaction survey data and Patient Outcomes

Application of What You
Learned at LEAD
 Identify key stakeholders
 ICU patient families, nurses, staff

 Effectively listen, effectively communicate
 Pilot with community-based focus group
 Create a pragmatic plan with clear goals

and deliverables


Created timeline and assign responsibilities

 Anticipate, identify challenges and create

practical solutions

Proposed Budget
 0.1 FTE mid-level provider
 Educate ICU nurses and staff
 Screen eligible patients
 Track patients within registry
 Two computer on wheels (show video to

families - already present in unit) = $0

Innovation and Significance
 Patient and family satisfaction with the informed consent process is an

important part of our care
 Multi-media can be used effectively to improve comprehension and
satisfaction.
 Customized videos tailoring to education level and language have
been created and piloted in a community-based focus group with
improvement in satisfaction scores at this institution.
 To our knowledge, standardized video-based consents have not been
widely used in the ICU setting to evaluate satisfaction and patient
outcomes
 We hypothesize that improved communication between patient, family

and providers can improve comprehension, decrease time to
intervention and facilitate ICU care.
 The applicability of this delivery system and audience is broad with
high impact
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